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Abstract: Ingestion of different kinds of foreign objects (FBs) is common among children, such as coins, toy bits, jewelry pieces,
needles and pins, fish and chicken bones and button-type batteries. Children's curiosity and their ability to explore the world around
them placed them at greater risk of ingesting FB. Fortunately, 80 percent-90 percent of foreign ingested products that enter the
stomach will pass indecisively without effect. In the esophagus or other food-borne regions, the remainder can become blocked, placing
the pediatric patient at risk of severe complications such as aspiration, obstruction, bleeding, perforation, fistulization, sepsis, and
death. The aim of the initial examination of pediatric patients is to evaluate the shape of the ingested substance, its location in the
gastrointestinal tract and the presence of associated complications. A Sharpe FB, a wide-diameter FB, and symptoms were factors
found to increase the risk of complications. In the assessment of ingested FBs in pediatric patients, clear radiographs often play an
important role: plain film of the neck, face, and abdomen is very useful in confirming the diagnosis of FB ingestion, since most of the
FBs ingested are radiopaque
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1. Case Report
The 8-month-old boy was admitted to the hospital for
emergency after unintentionally swallowing a metallic
foreign body. He was coughing up a bloody sputum.
Physical examination was revealed the kid was alert and
sensitive. He was being subdued. Its temperature and vital
signs were within acceptable range. The analysis of the
mouth, chest and abdomen was unremarkable. The drooling
of spit, however, started at home and became more

exhausted, A metal detector reported the existence of a
metallic foreign body in the emergency room suspected the
swallowed foreign body. X-rays of the chest, abdomen, and
upper body showed a radio opaque object in the esophagus.
He received rigid upper esopharyngoscope examination
under general anesthesia and THE PIECE OF TOY was
removed (Figure 3). The patient’s condition improved, and
he was discharged on day 2

Figure 1 & 2: Frontal and lateral x-rays demonstrating an ingested metallic foreign body lying in the esophagus of an8month-old boy
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3. Conclusion

Figure 3
Removed metal foreign body by the regid oesophagoscope

2. Discussion
Infants are known to put almost everything in their mouths.
Patients with foreign bodies in the upper GI tract typically
fall into one of three categories: infants, psychiatric patients
and prisoners and edentulous patients].]2[
Coins are the most common foreign body swallowed by
children; others include dolls, toys, magnets, batteries, safety
pins, screws, marbles, bones, and food boluses. Foreign
bodies in the esophagus can cause various symptoms,
including dysphagia, drooling, and sometimes airway
obstruction. All children with a history of foreign body
ingestion should be examined with X-rays of the neck, chest
and abdomen. Radiolucent artifacts require direct
visualization or contrast radiography. Pathophysiological
factors for ingested foreign bodies include the anatomy of
the lodging location, the physical properties of the foreign
body (size, shape and composition) and the response of the
body to the foreign body.[3] Emergent endoscopy is
recommended in patients with button batteries or sharp
objects in the esophagus, as was done in our case. [4]
In the following conditions, non-urgent endoscopy may be
done:[5]
 In an asymptomatic patient, coins in the esophagus can
be seen 12-24 hours before endoscopic removal.
 Stomach artifacts that are >2.5 cm in diameter
 Disk batteries and cylindrical batteries can be observed
for as long as 48 h in the stomach of patients with no
signs of GI damage. Batteries left for more than 48 h in
the stomach should be eliminated.
When one of the following warning signs is present, urgent
intervention is indicated:[6]
 When sharp, long (>5 cm) and in the stomach or
esophagus of the ingested object.
 If a high-powered magnet or magnet is the ingested
object,
 When a disk battery is in the oesophagus (and in some
cases in the stomach)
 If the patient shows symptoms of airway compromise,
 Where there is proof of near total obstruction of the
esophagus (e.g., patients are unable to swallow
secretions))

FB ingestion is common in the pediatric population. Plain
radiographs also play an important role in the evaluation of
ingested FBs in pediatric patients: radiographs are helpful in
demonstrating the position of radiopaque FBs in
craniocaudal and anteroposterior aircraft. The 2-view chest
radiography makes it possible to distinguish between FBs in
the airway and FBs in the esophagus. Simple film of the
neck, face, and abdomen is very useful in confirming the
diagnosis of FB In the pediatric population, FB ingestion is
normal. In the assessment of ingested FBs in pediatric
patients, simple radiographs often play a significant role:
radiographs are helpful in demonstrating the position of
radiopaque FBs in craniocaudal and anteroposterior aircraft.
Chest radiography with 2 views makes it possible to
differentiate between FBs in the airway and FBs in the
esophagus. In confirming the diagnosis of FB ingestion,
simple film of the neck, face, and abdomen is very useful,
because the majority of FBs ingested are radiopaque.
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